Using an External Monitor for ABPath Remote Exams

You may use an external monitor attached to your laptop but you will have to take a few extra steps to make it work. If you have multiple monitors, the Weblock browser will automatically open up on your Main display which by default is typically your laptop screen.

You will need to set your external monitor to be your Main display prior to opening Weblock browser.

To do so on a Windows PC:
1. Right-click on a blank section of your external monitor screen and select “Display settings”. On Windows 10, you should see a screen similar to the image below.
2. Check the box that says, “Make this my main display” and then click Apply (indicated by the red arrow in the image below).
3. Once that is done, the WebLock browser will open up on your external monitor screen and your laptop screen will go blank during the exam.
4. As always, use the Practice Tutorial to make sure this is functioning before you take your actual exam. If you need to take the practice tutorial more than once to ensure this is working, you may do so.